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Running Currently TVMaze: 8. Adventure Comedy. Amazon Prime. Playlist Favorites Watch
Watched. The wait is finally over as Amazon's popular series The Grand Tour has produced an
actual date for season 4's return, although the show may be unleashing a second tease on its
cult following. Fans have been teased with The Grand Tour season 4 before. The Grand Tour
Presents Now, that is a tease! The Seamen episode featured the classic trio trading their
clutch-pushing legs for sea legs and followed them on a boating adventure of epic proportions.
Of course, it featured all of the teams' usual fun antics. In its description on Amazon, it was
labeled as "the first of a series of feature-length specials. The second episode or feature-length
special, teaser, or whatever fans would like to call it is airing on Amazon Prime on December 18,
, which means there is something good to cap off this brutal year. This special will take the team
to Madagascar, where they will hunt for pirate treasure and modify vehicles for sandy, wet, and
rainforest environments. Viewers will be thrilled to finally get a chance to hang out with the
three best friends. However, they may have to hold onto that enjoyment for quite some time.
See the official trailer below :. Coronavirus has been a hot topic these days, and its reach has
shut down everything, from bars and shops to the entertainment industry, even in the UK. The
trio was set to go to Russia but that trip has been postponed, rather than cancelled. James May
has also confirmed that there is a Scotland special which has already been filmed. This begs the
question, what is the future of The Grand Tour? Most individuals would be fine with the comedic
gold that comes from this happy little trio traveling. Others may be upset if specials are all the
show offers since they typically don't review fancy cars when they do challenges. One thing on
every fan's mind is whether the traditional idea of seasons is ending. With James May's
comment, it seems that the team's intention is to release a new episode or special once a year.
It's ideal for the cast, as they get to explore the world and do what they love, but bad news for
fans who have to suffer a full days with no new content. Fingers crossed that this episode is
enough to tide viewers over. Sierra Gordon is a content creator and freelance writer based in
South Eastern Michigan. A graduate from Eastern Michigan University with a dual degree in
Electronic Media and Film Studies as well as Psychology, she enjoys writing about her favorite
movies and TV shows from a psychological perspective and pass that perspective on to you.
She writes with her toy poodle at her feet and loves to spend time with her significant other
outside of her career. By Sierra Gordon Published Dec 10, Share Share Tweet Email 0. Continue
scrolling to keep reading Click the button below to start this article in quick view. Related
Topics Reality TV the grand tour. But there is another one, coming out later on this year. Series
four is comprised of a number of specials. A post shared by Jeremy Clarkson jeremyclarkson1.
Filming then began in October with Clarkson posting another cheeky snap to his Instagram
revealing The Grand Tour team had formed a social bubble. This allowed the team to film new
episodes of the show without breaking any of the coronavirus guidelines set out by the
government and industry bodies. While episode three was originally meant to take place in
Russia, those travel plans were postponed â€” although James May confirmed in November the
episode had not been cancel and that filming for the special in Scotland had already taken
place. He told RadioTimes. Sign up to receive our newsletter! Already have an account with us?

Sign in to manage your newsletter preferences. Edit your newsletter preferences. Sign up to get
alerts on Amazon and on demand services and receive TV and entertainment email newsletters
from our award-winning editorial team. You can unsubscribe at any time. For more information
about how we hold your personal data, please see our privacy policy. Clarkson, alongside
presenters Richard Hammond and James May, were reported to have started filming their
Seaman special in June , while episode two wrapped afterwards in Madagascar. Get the
multi-functional Aquarius AQ for less with this exclusive deal. Our editorial is always
independent learn more. View this post on Instagram. Get Amazon and on demand news and
recommendations direct to your inbox Sign up to receive our newsletter! Thanks for signing up!
Sign in to manage your newsletter preferences Sign in. Sign me up! Latest news. All about The
Grand Tour. Subscribe today! You might like. James Bond No Time to Die full cast â€” new and
returning characters list. The Mongolia special is The Grand Tour at its best â€” which is why
next year will be all about the road trips. Genre: Documentary. Country: UK. Top Gear Trailer.
From new cars to how they're fueled, this show has it all. Genre: Documentary Country: UK.
Season 1 - Top Gear. The Ford GT and the new Mazda 6 also feature. Also featured is a Volvo
which runs on vegetable oil. Also, how many motor bikes can be jumped by a double decker
bus? A Westfield goes up against the Pagani Zonda and a gang what is the collective noun for
grannies? The grannies return, this time to see who can master the 'art' of handbreak parking.
The cool wall is unveiled. Jeremy drives a diesel supercar and the search for the fastest religion
begins. Season 2 - Top Gear. A Nissan Sunny - the car Richard hates more than any other is
also destroyed in the same manner. Jamie Oliver tries his luck in the Liana as the Star in a
Reasonably Priced Car, he also tries to prepare a salad in his camper van, whilst being driven
around the track by the Stig. On the track, politicians representing the main political parties, as
well as some less well-established parties try to become the fastest political party. He managed
an impressive tally of two. Richard meets Richard Lynne, who has a car in his kitchen. Also, can
the Ford rally team mechanics change the suspension, gearbox, brakes, differential, driveshaft
and clutch of a rally car, more quickly than four women can get ready for a night out? James is
given the task of setting a new land speed record for a car towing a caravan. Naturally they
choose the wettest place in Britain, Buttermere in Cumbria. Jodie Kidd shows the men how to
drive the Liana - properly. He also drives the new Vauxhall Signum, from the back seat using a
hoe and string. Richard drives the TVR Tc James drives the enormous Cadillac Sixteen
prototype; Jeremy drives the Range Rover s which has been tuned by Overfinch, and Britain's
fastest disabled driver. Season 3 - Top Gear. The Stig drives off the end of an aircraft carrier!?
Richard tries not to drown himself when he is dropped into a huge water tank whilst sitting
behind the wheel of a Vauxhall Carlton. This is done as an experiment to show what can happen
should you drive your car into water. James drives the Countach - something he's been waiting
20 years to do. Jeremy drives the Gallardo. An year-old diesel Toyota Hilux is tested for its
durability by Jeremy. He drives in into a wall, a tree and through a shed. They even drop a
caravan on top of it, but still it works. James tries to succeed where Jeremy failed by trying to
kill the Toyota Hilux by placing it on top of a tower block that is due to be demolished. Can it
survive the foot drop as the tower block collapses? This time they can't agree on which is the
best British car. Rover Season 4 - Top Gear. Lotus Exige can it missile lock? The show also
introduces the Indian-made City Rover. However, Rover wouldn't let anyone on Top Gear drive
one, so an ingenious plan was hatched to test the car using covert tactics. An Apache
helicopter gunship tries to get missile lock on a Lotus Exige driven by Jeremy - obviously! A
nun, Sister Wendy Beckett, drives a monster truck. An Audi, a Volvo and a Rover! Jordan is the
Star in a Reasonably Priced Car. James used satellite navigation and ended up getting lost.
Jeremy attempted to drive a diesel-powered Audi A8 Quattro with a V8 engine miles on one tank
of fuel. James and Richard played darts with cars and one more caravan was removed from the
roads. Jeremy drives the Nissan Cube and the Renault Clio. Jeremy drove a new Mercedes with
'more power than God' and the Spyker C8, a car from of all places, Holland. Science in action
James tries the new Volvo V50 and wonders if it's as good as its rivals, while Richard having
clearly drawn the short straw, drives the new Corvette. Season 5 - Top Gear. There's also time
to destroy an ice-cream van and some bouncy castles and Bill Bailey is the Star in a Reasonably
Priced Car. Ben Collins drives the cars - Stig without his helmet? Jeremy compares super cars
from the s with their modern counterparts to see if the more modern up-to-date cars are really
better. A quality product. There's a game of Caravan Conkers between Richard and James; they
also spent 24 hours in a Smart car. This was because the makers described the interior of the
car as 'lounge concept'. Unable to leave the car, they relied on passers-by to get them things
such as: tea, pasties and newspapers. They spent the night parked in the Screaming Woods in
Pluckley, the 'most haunted village in England'. The village 'boasts' 12 ghosts including: the
Highwayman, the Screaming Man and a monk. James gets all nostalgic about a musical

instrument and Mercedes SL 'gullwing'. They were then set a series of challenges to see who
had bought the best car. The Prius, a supposedly eco-friendly vehicle is driven and hated by
Jeremy, who said that a diesel Lupo will actually do more miles per gallon - 75 compared to the
45mpg of the Prius. He was the recipient of the Golden Cock. Richard and James travel by
aeroplane and train in an attempt to beat Jeremy - driving a Ferrari Scaglietti, to their
destination at Verbier in Switzerland. In Lillehammer, Richard and James are having another
race; with the help of the Norwegian Olympic Bobsleigh team, Richard tries to race down the
bobsleigh track at Lillehammer, faster than James can travel down the road that runs along side
the bobsleigh track. James is in a Mitsubishi Evo rally car driven by, Henning Solberg. There's
also a race on Top Gear I hear you cry? Season 6 - Top Gear. James likes the Honda Element,
which is not sold in the UK. Or the Jaguar XJS as it was better-known. There's also a look at the
Batmobile. Specifically the Crossfire, Z, and the TT. By doing this, they get to drive different
cars and test them at the same time. F1 driver Mark Webber also sets a lap-time in the Liana.
Jeremy drives the Ford F Lightning pick-up truck, which is inexplicably the world's best-selling
car and describes it as the worst car he had ever driven. James put his degree in music to fine
use by trying to re-create the Top Gear theme tune using car engines. Richard tries a bit of
drifting in the Monaro with the D1 drifting team. Season 7 - Top Gear. To find out, the boys take
the cars to the Isle of Man and test them on the island's roads - where there is no speed limit on
the open roads [unlike in the built up areas of the island]. The new Porsche Cayman Sis
reviewed and there's a feature on the history of British Racing Green; part of which involves
Richard driving a Vanwall; a recreation of the car which won the world championship. Jeremy
also drives the 'air-hostess orange' Focus ST on the track. This time, the race is on to see who
will be the first to get from Alba in northern Italy, to the NatWest Tower in London. James and
Richard are in a light aircraft piloted by James - Jeremy has to make-do with a Bugatti Veyron.
So expect amongst other things: car ice-hockey - with Suzuki Swifts - Jeremy trying to drive the
new Jaguar XK around the rink faster than a speed skater and Stig riding a snowmobile down
the ski-jump. James and Jeremy compete against each other in a biathlon using an Audi Q7 and
a Volvo XC90, with the loser having to eat yellow snow. Season 8 - Top Gear. The Renault
Espace is turned into the world's first convertible people carrier by having its roof sawn off. He
also drove the new Corvette Z Richard was in Iceland for a race against a jet-powered kayak - he
drove the Tomcat 4x4. Jeremy has a Toyota Hilux, James a Triumph Herald with a sail and
Richard has a Volkswagen camper van painted to resemble a canal boat. Jeremy gives the
Mercedes S Class a make-over. Captain Slow is given a lesson in fast driving by Sir Jackie
Stewart. The Stig see how fast you can drive an F1 car indoors. The fast exotic car this week is
the Lamborghini Gallardo Spyder. James races two parkour enthusiasts from the city centre of
Liverpool to the Liver Building. The lads take on the Stig in a race this week from the factory in
London to Knockhill Racing Circuit in Scotland in Caterham 7 kitcars. Ray Winstone is the star
in a Reasonably Priced Car. Jenson Button also tries his luck around the track in the Liana.
Season 9 - Top Gear. After spending so many years zooming along the roads of Britain the lads
turn their hands to mending them by trying to do a week's worth of roadworks in 24 hours. Also,
the mph jet car crash which left Richard fighting for his life in September James and Richard try
to turn a Reliant Robin into a space shuttle. In an attempt to find an alternative source of fuel
Top Gear goes green. Also this week, Jeremy makes a public information film. Step forward the
Top Gear boys who do just that. On the track, two Ford Mustangs. Have the Americans finally
built a car that deserves more than pointing and giggling from smug Europeans? Season 10 Top Gear. A road trip to find to best driving roads in Europe sees the boys driving some serious
automotive exotica. James drives the new Rolls Royce convertible and Jeremy gets to play with
the new Ferrari Fiorano. They must then drive the cars they buy across fairly unforgiving terrain
in Botswana. The Stig drives the Caparo T1 in an attempt to beat the long-standing fastest time
set by the Koenigsegg. Richard regains the will to live by racing an Aston Martin V8 Vantage
Roadster against a man with rockets strapped to his back. Richard and James try their hands at
Motorhome Racing. Oh, there's some bloke called Lewis Hamilton, too. Season 11 - Top Gear.
And they most likely will get dented. Jeremy starts the Ferrari Scuderia. James introduces a
new member to the Top Gear team. Rising from the ashes like a phoenix, the Cool Wall returns.
The gospel according to Clarkson says you are not if you haven't owned an Alfa Romeo. Jeremy
and James demonstrate which is the wisest choice. Richard indulges in a spot of fox hunting Top Gear style. Germany's equivalent of Top Gear - D Motor - is up against dear old Blighty's
magnificent original in a series of challenges. Season 12 - Top Gear. James enlists the help of
F1 world champion Mika Hakkinen in a quest to discover why the Finns are such good racing
drivers. Richard hammers around the track in the outlandish Veritas sports car. But first they
have to buy some suitable transport for the trip, and despite having several million Dong in their
pockets, this proves to be rather more difficult than they expected, especially in one of the most

expensive car markets in the world. Season 13 - Top Gear. Finally the Stig is revealed or is he?
James and Richard race the Porsche Panamera against the Royal Mail, to see which can travel
the length of Britain most quickly. Jeremy drives the new bhp Jaguar XFR. They then drive to
Majorca to take part in a classic car rally. Season 14 - Top Gear. The star in a reasonably priced
car is Eric Bana. A decision which will surely be reached, with much arguing and shouting.
James takes a caravan to a camp site, but chooses not to clog up the roads for proper motorists
whilst doing so and Jeremy drives a replica of a classic rally car on the track. In their quest to
prove that cars can be more popular than traditional art, the presenters set themselves the
challenge of attracting more visitors to their exhibition than will visit a more traditional gallery
over the same period, a task that forces them to engage in some unusual promotional activities.
They attempt to drive them from the heart of Bolivia to the coast of Chile, encountering local
drug lords, the debilitating effects of high altitude and the terrifying sheer drops of the infamous
Death Road along the way. Season 15 - Top Gear. Jeremy test drives the new Audi R8 V10
Spyder and the latest version of Porsche's enduring Turbo cabriolet to see how they compare.
James travels to Germany where he attempts to break his personal speed record in a brand-new
version of the Bugatti Veyron. Jeremy Clarkson looks at the reasons why Ayrton Senna is
considered the best driver of his generation. Jeremy test drives the new Ferrari Italia. Jeff
Goldblum is the star in the new Reasonably Priced Car this week. Along the way they undertake
a series of challenges culminating in a fight to find the fastest way into New York, all in the
name of crowning the world's greatest sports car. Plus, a round up of car-related Christmas
stuff and another celebrity takes to the track as the star in a Reasonably Priced Car. Season 16 Top Gear. Will it reach 60mph? Richard plays with a Porsche - again. A race with a Top Gear
twist Jeremy drives a practical car that you can afford - the Skoda Yeti. And puts it through
some rather unusual tests. With disciplines including rallying, drifting and an Aussie version of
double-decker car racing it's an all-out grudge match that will almost certainly end in tears.
Also, Jeremy is on the test track in the insanely powerful Pagani Zonda R. Season 17 - Top
Gear. Richard travels to South Africa where he test drives a larger, rugged alternative to the
Hummer. James, with the help of Olympic athlete Amy Williams, takes a look at the latest Mini
rally car. Rowan Atkinson is the celebrity behind the wheel of the Reasonably Priced Car this
week. Also, the team employs all manner of second-hand military equipment to knock down a
row of derelict houses, aiming to complete the job in less time than a team of demolition
experts. Richard Hammond meets an extraordinary rally team in which everyone is an amputee
with a military background, and finally the new Lamborghini Aventador is taken out on the track.
Season 18 - Top Gear. The journey concludes at the legendary Imola circuit, a track challenging
enough to have embarrassed many an F1 driver, with a timed challenge against the incredible
skills of the Stig. Clarkson uses his expertise to choreograph the stunt driving whilst Hammond
directs the movie's lead actors, Ray Winstone and Plan B, and organises an explosive finale.
Hollywood star Michael Fassbender is the star in the reasonably priced car. Current Doctor Who
Matt Smith is the star in the reasonably priced car. Richard is also out on the Top Gear test
track in the brand new BMW M5 and there is a double helping of stars as rock legend Slash and
Lotus F1 driver Kimi Raikkonen are let loose in the reasonably priced cars. Season 19 - Top
Gear. Along the way, the three presenters take in racing circuits, airborne attacks and a race
against the police before making a break for the Mexican border with a terrifying penalty for the
last car to make it. Hamstrung by a rule about price, Clarkson maximises his bang-for-buck with
a 35, pound, horsepower Shelby Mustang GT, while Hammond and May pin their hopes to the
ever-improving pan-European rail network. For the winner, tickets to a top flight football match.
For the losers, only the stench of failure and a long trudge home. Meanwhile, Richard Hammond
is in Mexico for a nervous road test of the Mastretta sports car, a trio of hot hatchbacks tear it
up on the test track and Lewis Hamilton returns as the star in the Reasonably Priced Car. Their
solution is to design a vehicle exclusively for the elderly and then test it out in Dorset with a
little help from a trio of pensioners. James May assesses the new Range Rover around London
and then shifts to Nevada for the ultimate challenge against an autonomous military machine.
Over the years many explorers claim to have already done just that, but the Top Gear trio
believe that they can do better by travelling further and faster than any exploration team in
history using only grit, ingenuity and three ageing estate cars. Having survived insane traffic,
lethal mudslides and some distinctly dubious map reading, the trio and their ailing estate cars
reach the climax of their quest to find the definitive source of the Nile. Season 20 - Top Gear.
The boat is a state-of-the-art America's Cup yacht, while the car is of a type many are familiar
with yet have never before seen on Top Gear. Over the course of their travels the three
presenters and their mid-range convertible supercars encounter mountain passes, ghost towns
and an incredible abandoned airport, before building their own street circuit in the deserted
developments of Madrid. After a bumpy start, the presenters demonstrate the brilliance of their

creation with an eventful journey down the River Avon. After deducing that these cars are
designed entirely to appeal to caravanners, the pair pick examples from Mazda and Volkswagen
then use them to spend a couple of days living like the kind of person who would buy one.
Meanwhile, Richard Hammond is in Italy driving a pair of Lamborghinis, the sensational
Aventador Roadster and a 2 million pound, horsepower riot of carbon fibre and space age
styling called the Sesto Elemento. Plus, James May is at the test track to drive a modern
recreation of the classic Porsche and Aerosmith legend Steven Tyler is the rock star in the
Reasonably Priced Car. Richard test drives the new Range Rover Sport. James enjoys a
countryside adventure on the New Bus for London. Season 21 - Top Gear. However, their
adventure concludes at an army training ground in Wales, where they and their steeds must
face the heavily armed Top Gear Police Department. Jeremy also visits Belgium, putting the
McLaren P1 hypercar to the test in Bruges and around the Spa-Francorchamps Formula One
circuit - and its combined power output of more than bhp generated from electricity and
turbocharged petrol V8 power is likely to cause astonishment. Meanwhile, James May spends
time at Camp Bastion in Afghanistan to learn about the army's vehicle redeployment efforts,
and Thor star Tom Hiddleston tries to coax the best time he can muster from the Reasonably
Priced Car. And as if that wasn't arduous enough, a new task is set when they arrive in Kiev - a
trip into the wasteland of Chernobyl. It may or may not have happened while filming this power
test. And it may or may not have been in the BMW Mi. TBC ". Season 22 - Top Gear. Ed Sheeran
is the guest and Richard tests the new Lamborghini Huracan. Kiefer Sutherland is the star in the
Reasonably Priced Car. Daniel Ricciardo is a star in a reasonably priced car. And the new
horsepower LaFerrari hyper-car hybrid, Singer Olly Murs is the star in the reasonably priced car.
Jeremy Clarkson and James May will try to save him in two American cars. Jeremy Clarkson
tests the new car from Lexus. In the first, Jeremy, Richard and James immerse themselves in
the lifestyle of the traditional classic car enthusiast. In the second segment, Clarkson,
Hammond and May try to become lifestyle leisure enthusiasts with the help of some incredibly
cheap lifestyle leisure vehicles. Season 23 - Top Gear. The aim? To prove road travel can be
more luxurious than taking the train. Season 24 - Top Gear. Matt, Chris and Rory then race
across Kazakhstan in three high-mileage cars: a Mercedes saloon, a Volvo estate and a London
taxi, all of which have done at least , miles, the equivalent distance of going to the moon and
back. Presenters Chris Harris and Sabine Schmitz go head to head in one of motorsport's
toughest events - a buggy race across the wild Californian desert. Jamiroquai frontman Jay Kay
is the studio guest. Season 25 - Top Gear. Lee Mack is this week's studio guest. Dara O Briain
and Ed Byrne are the studio guests. Matt also tests out the blistering Ferrari Superfast, while
Rory Reid heads to America to tackle a muscle car banned in Europe. Vicky McClure is the
studio guest. Chris also gets an explosive drive in the new Alpine A, while Jason Manford is the
studio guest. Season 26 - Top Gear. James Marsden is the studio guest. Big BMW and Mercedes
saloons are tested on the track and the star in a reasonably fast car is singer songwriter
Professor Green. Out on track, Chris attempts to tame the scariest Porsche of all time. Gregory
Porter is the studio guest. Matt Baker is the studio guest. Chris Harris explains why a Ford
Fiesta is better than a Lamborghini. Stephen Mangan is the studio guest. Season 27 - Top Gear.
Chris Harris investigates the story of the Lotus 79, the most beautiful F1 car of all time". Season
28 - Top Gear. YouTube sensation KSI is the studio guest. Fire, police or ambulance? Tom Allen
is this week's studio guest. Season 29 - Top Gear. You May Also Like. Trailer: Top Gear. Jeremy
Clarkson, Richard Hammond and James May are back with a show about adventure, excitement
and friendshipâ€¦ as long as you accept that the people you call friends are also the ones you
find extremely annoying. Follow them on their global adventure. Studio: Amazon Studios , W.
Chump and Sons. Release: Networks: Amazon. A cinematic experience bringing you the most
amazing human stories in the world. Humans and wildlife surviving in the most extreme
environments on Earth. Special Ops Mission is an American reality television series that
premiered on August 13, on the Military Channel. The program features formerâ€¦. Incorporating
bodycam footage from the initial crime scene, surveillance video, and interrogation room
recordings, homicideâ€¦. A thirty-something couple, tired of their mundane life, starts to
reconnect with their younger, cooler selves when an emerging pop star, who is drawnâ€¦. This
true crime docuseries takes you deep inside peaceful communities in which a sadistic predator
is living undetected. Brought to life by theâ€¦. Youthful ingenuity is on display in this new
competition series that features teams of inventive students tasked with designing, building,
and testing new contraptionsâ€¦. Watch Deputy Full Series Online. Mavis navigates life without
her dad, Dracula, around and discovers one of the few common human and monster truths:
being a teenager bites. A comedy-variety series showcasing young musicians, singers, dancers
and every form of wunderkind in the country. Harvey goes toe-to-toe with them in
conversationsâ€¦. When becoming members of the site, you could use the full range of

functions and enjoy the most exciting films. For everybody, everywhere, everydevice, and
everything ;. Turn off light Favorite Report. Season 1. Season 2. Season 3. Season 4. Episode 1
Episode 2. The Grand Tour Trailer. TMDb: 7. Keywords: Returning Series You May Also Like.
Genre: Documentary. Watch Series Favorite. Death Valley Death Valley. The Politician The
Politician. Human Planet Human Planet. Happy Together Happy Together. Predator at Large
Predator at Large. Watch Movie Favorite. Shop Class Shop Class. Deputy Deputy. Genre: Crime
, Drama , Western. Genre: Animation , Comedy , Family. Trailer: The Grand Tour. Please help us
to describe the issue so we can fix it asap. Episodes Incorrect episode Broken link Others.
Contents Incorrect details Wrong images Others. You are welcome. Member Login Area. Forgot
Password? Forgot Password. Not a member yet? Join Now Back to login. This title may not be
available to watch from your location. Go to amazon. Jeremy Clarkson, Richard Hammond and
James May are back for another season of adventure and idiocy, travelling the world to drive
everything from hypercars and Italian classics to RVs and American muscle. They find each
other very annoying. Watch with Prime Start your day free trial. By clicking play, you agree to
our Terms of Use. Share Share. Edit Edit. Help Help. Episodes Related Details. Episodes 14 Sort
by Episode number Newest episodes Available to watch. Motown Funk. Subtitles Subtitles.
Audio languages Audio languages. In the first episode of a brand new season, Jeremy Clarkson,
Richard Hammond and James May make a pilgrimage to Detroit to drive three highly tuned
muscle cars on the deserted streets of this once-great motor city. Also in this show, Jeremy
drives the super-lightweight, super-hardcore, horsepower McLaren Senna. Colombia Special
Part 1. Colombia Special Part 2. Pick Up, Put Downs. In this episode Jeremy Clarkson drives the
Volkswagen Amarok, Richard Hammond tries a Ford Ranger and James May is in a Mercedes
X-class as they attempt to find the best of the new breed of European pick-up trucks with a
series of tests based on life in the developing world. Also in the show, Jeremy is at the
Eboladrome to try out the snorting, swollen, near horsepower Jaguar XE Project 8. An Itchy
Urus. Chinese Food for Thought. Jeremy Clarkson, Richard Hammond and James May are in
China to sell the virtues of second-hand Western luxury cars to local business people while
getting sweaty, lost and almost burnt. Well Aged Scotch. Jeremy Clarkson, Richard Hammond
and James May tour the most beautiful parts of Scotland in three old Italian cars which they
believe to be future classics. International Buffoons' Vacation. Jeremy Clarkson, Richard
Hammond and James May are told to take an RV holiday across the south western United
States but rapidly stage a mutiny before re-grouping in used RVs they have modified
themselves, with mixed results. Aston, Astronauts and Angelina's Children. In this episode,
Richard Hammond is at the track in the new Aston Martin V8 Vantage, James May looks back
motorcycle service manuals pdf download
single phase motor wiring diagram with capacitor start
ford f250 fuel pump relay
at the cars of the legendary Apollo astronauts, and Jeremy Clarkson embarks on a series of
elaborate and extremely thorough tests to prove that the Citroen C3 Aircross is spacious,
practical and better than an elephant. The Youth Vote. Sea to Unsalty Sea. Legends and
Luggage. Jeremy Clarkson drives two re-born Lancias, a Delta Integrale and a Stratos, James
May looks back at the history of the legendary Porsche racing car, and Richard Hammond joins
Clarkson to revolutionise air travel with two concepts for motorised hand luggage. Survival of
the Fattest. In a special episode, Jeremy Clarkson, Richard Hammond and James May are
dropped in the vast wilderness of Mongolia, then provided with some basic rations and all the
flat-packed parts they need to build a vehicle which will provide their only chance of escape to
civilisation before they starve or strangle each other. Funeral for a Ford. Bonus 1 Bonus:
Season 3 Official Trailer. Customers who watched this item also watched. Learn more.

